
50+ Poster Ideas & Examples 2022

Posters never go out of style, no matter how advanced our technology gets. They're

excellent tools for marketing, advertising, announcements, and generally building up

excitement for upcoming significant events. Posters are bonafide classics. They're

simple but also elegant works of art that fit any occasion if made right, which is

evidenced by various poster designs and poster templates that you can find online.

To create a poster of your very own, follow the following steps:

● Browse through several poster designs for inspiration and ideas for your own

poster.

● Customize Online or Download in your preferred File format and Print As

Required.

You're a person of great artistic taste if you still prefer to use posters to promote or

announce something. Whether it's business-related or for personal reasons, let any of

these printable poster designs do their magic in raising awareness for your event or

cause. Check out these 50+ poster ideas and inspirations we've compiled for you.

1.  Play with Colors

Colors make any work of art vibrant. And that principle strongly applies in poster

making. This Birthday Event poster design is a perfect invitation tool for your birthday

party. Its design is simple, but it makes good use of colors to brighten up the mood and

present the vibe of a joyous birthday celebration that's fast approaching. You can get

your own poster in Pages today.

https://www.template.net/editable/posters
https://www.template.net/editable/posters/pages




2. Become a Known Figure

If you're running for a government position, you have to let yourself become a known

figure. Let the public eye know who you are, which is what this Political Campaign

Poster does. A decent campaign poster can help you earn the votes of many people in

your locality.

https://www.template.net/editable/campaign-poster
https://www.template.net/editable/campaign-poster


3. Stimulate the Audience's Appetite

The image of a newly-cooked dish can definitely make someone's mouth water. So if

you're a restaurant owner, this Advertisement Poster is the perfect design to promote

your signature dishes. Food photography is a strong element in restaurant marketing.

And a well-designed poster can manifest it seamlessly and churn your customers'

appetite.

https://www.template.net/editable/advertisement-poster


4. Keep in Mind that Old is Gold

People love reliving the glories of the past. This Vintage Concert Poster design packs a

punch in promoting the retro-themed musical event you've got planned. With its simple

use of microphone artwork, apricot-colored background, readable font styles, and

circular shapes of warm colors, it's enough to get people to attend your concert.

https://www.template.net/editable/concert-poster


5. Let Models Take the Spotlight

Models who have this charismatic aura can grab the audience's attention. If you look at

this Jewelry Poster template, the model is its main attraction, and you can't help but

notice her at first glance. That's one example of why many companies hire models to

represent their brand and promote their products. If you have MS Publisher on your

computer, you can try using that to edit these posters in publisher templates.

https://www.template.net/editable/posters/publisher


6. Landscapes Work Well as Backgrounds

Just like posters, landscapes are also classic works of art. If you use them as your

poster's background, you have yourself a masterpiece. This Travel Poster design shows

that. It features an amazing bird's eye view of a mountain range and delivers a

compelling message that encourages people to experience the world outside of their

own.

https://www.template.net/editable/travel-poster


7. Make Use of Neon Colors

Neon colors are a perfect mix of dark and light, which many people find appealing. That

said, they can make your poster attractive. As seen in our 'Creative Musical Festival

Poster template, neon colors work so well. Though they're mostly used as a theme for

modern music concerts and festivals, you can use them for any event.

https://www.template.net/editable/music-poster
https://www.template.net/editable/music-poster


8. Showcase Professionalism

If you're making a poster for business purposes, it should manifest professionalism. One

way to do that is by adopting a minimalist design. In that case, you can use our Business

Conference Poster as your template. It's not too fancy and it doesn't look dull. Its

aesthetic layout is just right for a professional setting. Whether you're announcing a

training seminar, board meeting, company conference, and whatnot, this poster's

perfect.

https://www.template.net/editable/conference-poster


9. Don't Be Afraid to Use Shapes

Shapes can breathe more life into a poster and complement its colors. You can use either

2D or 3D shapes, whatever goes along with your style and your poster's theme. Our

Business Advisor Poster, which is among the many posters in Adobe InDesign, uses

simple cube shapes blended perfectly with its indigo background color.

https://www.template.net/editable/posters/indesign


10. Connect with Your Audience

Connecting with the audience is a poster's key function. If you look at our Women's Day

Poster, you can see that it aims to connect with female audiences, empowering them to

be strong and bold. A poster such as that must have a meaningful message, one that taps

into the views and interests of your audience.

https://www.template.net/editable/women's-day-poster
https://www.template.net/editable/women's-day-poster


11. White-Colored Backgrounds Work

You might think that a white background doesn't work, but it does. White background

colors are great for business posters. They're part of the minimalist design spectrum.

And of course, they make posters appear bright, making them noticeable. Our Startup

Business Poster is a great example that proves our point.

https://www.template.net/editable/posters/business


12. Take Advantage of Photography

Elegant photographs can elevate a poster's aesthetic quality by a mile. They make

posters look more alive and impactful. So if you have time to bring out your camera,

take quality photos of anything related to your business or event.  Follow the style of our

posters in Word, like our Photography Business Poster design.

https://www.template.net/editable/posters/word


13. Blend Class and Elegance

You can never go wrong in mixing class and elegance. Those two elements are like two

people dancing the best tango that you'll ever see. Our 'Elegant Real Estate Poster' uses

an image of a luxurious apartment living room surrounded by minimalist, classic

designs. It looks simple but invokes the vibe of living in a high-end property.

https://www.template.net/editable/real-estate-poster


14. Remember That Less Can Be More

Birthday posters don't have to be extravagant. They can have very little clip arts and still

bring excitement. Our Birthday Menu Poster has those attributes. It only features a few

birthday party dishes that can certainly excite your invited guests.

https://www.template.net/editable/menu-poster


15. Dark Colors Work As Well

Most of the sample poster designs we've featured so far have bright colors. And we've

emphasized that they make posters eye-pleasing. But we also know that dark colors can

also work if used right. A good example is our Cafe/Coffee Shop Poster Menu. Because

coffees are either black or brown, we used those colors as the main color scheme of this

poster template. Coffee people would love this.

https://www.template.net/editable/sample-poster


16. Make School Cool

If you're an educator, one of your responsibilities is to make kids feel excited about

school. If you show them a poster as good as our First Day of School Poster design,

they'll certainly be looking forward. And also, if their parents see it, they would want to

enroll them in your school. So feel free to use this poster to promote the upcoming

school year.

https://www.template.net/editable/school-poster


17. Use Visuals That Raise Awareness

If your poster's purpose is to raise awareness of something important, make sure to use

visuals that do so. Take inspiration from our Covid-19 Poster. It has a graphical image of

the coronavirus and a large text of the word 'ANNOUNCEMENT.' They're effective in

getting the people's attention and in spreading essential information.

https://www.template.net/editable/covid-19-poster


18. Use Contrasting Colors

Colors that are on opposite ends of the color wheel can highlight the details of your

poster. Our Conference Poster template uses a yellow and black color scheme and looks

stunning. If it weren't for the yellow background, the details of the city skyline art below

wouldn't have been noticeable. So for your poster, make sure to choose the right color

combo. Explore our Posters in PDF as well.

https://www.template.net/editable/posters-pdf


19. Show Some Love

If what you're promoting is a Valentine's Day celebration, then our 'Printable Valentine's

Day Poster would be perfect. This template is oozing with romantic vibes that make you

feel the love. Its elegant font style fits the occasion. Whatever Valentine's event you're

promoting, this template's design and layout will work.

https://www.template.net/editable/valentine's-day-poster
https://www.template.net/editable/valentine's-day-poster


20. Make It Groovy

This Dance Poster design shows off the excitement of a dance concert or competition.

When people see something like this, they instantly feel the intensity of the upbeat

music. So if you're hosting a dance party of any kind, use this template for your

promotional campaign.

https://www.template.net/editable/dance-poster


21. Retro Never Goes Out of Style

We all know that retro never goes out of style. It'll live on for future generations. With

that in mind, a retro-themed poster would certainly be appealing. Our Vintage Retro

Poster shows that retro designs always work. Retro appeals to people of all ages, either

they were born before or after the year 2000.

https://www.template.net/editable/retro-poster
https://www.template.net/editable/retro-poster


22. Entice Your Audience

Posters should entice the audience to take action. As an example, our Retro Vintage

Travel Poster says "Book a Trip Now!" It encourages the readers to achieve their travel

goals and escape stress for once. If you own a travel agency, you're welcome to use this

design.



23. If It Fits, Embrace Darkness

A dark color palette is gloomy but works in some cases, especially if you're promoting a

movie with a dark story. Our simple poster template designed for a movie is a prime

example. It gives the audience a clear gist of what the narrative is like. A poster such as

this can build hype for your film.

https://www.template.net/editable/simple-poster


24. Show Your Collaborative Spirit

Showing your company's collaborative spirit is a great marketing tactic. That's why we

made our Marketing Campaign Poster the way it is. Its message says "We Connect

Communities," which shows that an organization wants to be an integral part of society.



25. Inspire Your Audience to Live a Healthy Life

Individuals must have a proper work-life balance to live a healthy life, which is what this

poster preaches. Use our Occupational Health Poster design to raise awareness about

mental health for working professionals. In addition, try exploring our Work From

Home Poster templates as well.

https://www.template.net/editable/work-from-home-poster
https://www.template.net/editable/work-from-home-poster


26. Use Infographics

Infographics are great tools to communicate critical information. So take inspiration on

how our Electric Shock Poster template uses infographics to convey instructions.

They're easy to understand and pretty straightforward. You can also try our Posters in

Google Docs.

https://www.template.net/editable/posters-google-docs
https://www.template.net/editable/posters-google-docs


27. City Landscapes

City landscapes are the best views of urban areas. They're the perfect poster backdrop to

promote a construction company. They show that a construction firm is capable of

erecting buildings with modern architecture. See our Building Construction Poster as a

reference.

https://www.template.net/editable/construction-poster


28. Get the Party Started

The party should start on the poster itself. So if you're promoting a special event for your

club, you can mirror the style of our DJ Poster Template. Club goers and party people

will certainly mark their calendars to attend your epic party.

https://www.template.net/editable/dj-poster


29. Sunday's Best!

Posters aren't just about parties, marketing, advertising, and raising awareness. They

can also be used to feature religious events, such as what our Church Conference Poster

does. So if you're a pastor or a parish priest, you can use this template to invite people to

your church.



30. Give the People a Teaser

Our Live Concert Poster shows how you should excite people about an upcoming

concert. It shows an image of what to expect during the show and what amazing

surprises await. The design is simple, but its main highlight is a silhouetted photo of a

rock star.



31. Black and White Can Be Vibrant

Black and white can also breathe life into a poster. Just make sure to blend them well

and post them right. If you need a guide in using black and white colors, feel free to refer

to our Classical Music Concert Poster design.



32. Invoke Relaxation

A day on the beach is a great therapy to unwind our minds and release stress. So if you

own a resort or a travel agency, you can follow the design of our Travel Advertising

Poster for your marketing material. An image of the beach and its crystal clear waters

would definitely prompt your audience to start packing up for a vacation.



33. Empower Your Female Audience

If you're selling beauty products, it's important to empower your female audience to be

confident. Let them know that each of them is beautiful. So, promote your products

using the style and feel of our Cosmetics Advertisement Poster. That way, you can build

a strong connection with your target market.



34. Open Doors to Opportunities

If you're an employer who needs more workers, this is your chance to open doors to

opportunities for people. Advertise your job vacancies using our Job Advertisement

Poster template. It conveys a strong message that encourages candidates to join your

company. Plus, its design is of professional quality and enhances your branding as an

employer. And also, you might like our HR Poster Templates.

https://www.template.net/editable/hr-poster


35. Build Trust Right From the Get-Go

Whatever business you're promoting, winning your audience's trust is essential. Do that

through your marketing posters. You include a shortlist of your services, your product's

benefits, and other perks. For this matter, you can follow the example of our Advertising

Consultant Poster.



36. Bottoms Up!

Discounted drinks are like gold for party people. So if you own a bar or a club, you

should promote your discounted drinks using this printable poster template. Its blurred

backdrop of a wine glass invokes anticipation for an amazing night of budget-friendly

drinks.

https://www.template.net/editable/printable-poster


37. Symmetry Attracts

Humans are innately attracted to symmetrical objects. So if your poster has symmetrical

features, it catches the eye of the audience. If you look at our Sample Conference Poster,

its symmetrical layout makes it look sleek, and a tad mesmerizing in a beautiful way.



38. City Lights

Images of city lights are always attractive. With that in mind, they can enhance your

poster's aesthetics, especially if their lighting is captured perfectly, just like our

Advertising Agency Poster Template.



39. Home Sweet Home

Indeed, there's no place like home. Our Modern Poster design features a well-shot photo

of a residential property. If you're a real estate agent, this template is the perfect

blueprint to promote your properties for sale using a poster.

https://www.template.net/editable/modern-poster


40. Appeal to the Youth

Our Creative Research Poster design showcases an image of people in their 20s. You

have to understand that some of your audience are young individuals. So your poster's

design should also appeal to them. It doesn't have to be the same as our Creative

Research Poster, but take inspiration from it.



41. Consistent Color Palette

A consistent color palette can make a poster more noticeable. It also makes for a clean

design and doesn't overshadow important details. So if you're going for that kind of

color scheme, our Sample Tour Poster can help you get started. It's one of our posters in

Illustrator templates that you can edit.

https://www.template.net/editable/posters/illustrator
https://www.template.net/editable/posters/illustrator


42. Shall We Have This Dance?

If you're promoting a partner dance competition or party, you should use our Event

Poster design. It's just plain perfect. Its image showing two people dancing their hearts

out teases the excitement of your event. Dance enthusiasts would definitely sign up for

it.

https://www.template.net/editable/event-poster
https://www.template.net/editable/event-poster


43. Be Informative

Posters aren't just about design and aesthetics. They should also communicate

information clearly, just like our Meetup Event Poster. It shows the when and where of

the event and the contact details of its organizers. Take note of this and apply it to your

future posters.



44. Bring Out the Action

There's no better way to promote a sports event than to show images of actual games. So

if you're a sports promoter, our Sports Event Poster is rightfully yours for the taking. Its

design pumps up the action before it even starts.



45. Science and Innovation Rocks!

Science and innovations are always exciting. The sheer awe that they bring to people is

priceless. Because of that, we were inspired to craft our Technology Event Poster

template. If you're promoting a science and tech expo, we strongly invite you to

download this design. You might also like our IT & Software Poster templates.

https://www.template.net/editable/it-and-software-poster


46. Honor the Troops

Memorial Day is that time of year to commemorate the brave soldiers who fought for

our nation. To honor them, we created our Memorial Day Event Poster template. And

we share it with anyone organizing and promoting a Memorial Day event. Feel free to

download and edit this, among our other posters in PSD.

https://www.template.net/editable/posters/psd


47. Promote Active Lifestyle

If you're a gym business owner, an active lifestyle is the main thing you should promote.

This encourages people to visit your facility, become a member, and start getting fit. You

can express your active lifestyle advocacy using our Gym Poster template.



48. Moms Are the Best!

A mother is the most special woman in every person's life. This poster that we've made,

simply called Mother's Day Poster, celebrates the love and care that each of our mothers

showered upon us.



49. Fancy Wanted Poster

Do you want an eye-catching wanted poster? If so, use the design of our Wild West

Wanted Poster template. It uses highly artistic font styles and smart use of dark gray

and dark red font colors.

https://www.template.net/editable/wanted-poster


50. Wanted Poster with Image

Here's another wanted poster design with an image of a wanted person. It has a

great-looking backdrop and a well-chosen color scheme.



FAQs

What are the components of a poster?

Posters are made up of clip arts, graphical images, brand logos, high-res images, catchy

slogans, impactful messages, and more.

What apps can I use to create posters?

You can use MS Word, MS Publisher, Apple Pages, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop,

Adobe InDesign, and many more.

Is creating a poster expensive?

It depends on the level of detail and design. Also, the type of paper material you'll use to

print it is a factor as well. And if you hire a designer, it would cost you quite

significantly.

What are the different types of posters?

The types of posters are advertising, event, travel, research, movie, motivational, and

informative.

Are posters still relevant?

Of course! Posters are still relevant in this century. If you go out for a walk downtown,

you can see many shops and stores mounting posters on their windows to promote their

business.


